Blade rv center

Our service department is staffed with highly trained technicians dedicated to making sure your
RV stays in great working order for years to come. Here at Blade R. Center, we know that getting
out on the road and enjoying our great country is your priority, and we will help keep you
traveling in comfort and style. We have the equipment and experience to get your motorhome
and trailer in prime shape, and that means more road time for you. Give us a call and we'll get
you in and out of the shop in an efficient and timely manner, so you can get back to
experiencing the freedom that the RV lifestyle provides. The team here is capable of any body
repair that you would need, and also specializes in complete repaints. Stop on by and visit
Trevor Devlin or Tom Hummel, and allow them to take care of any problems you may have!
Blade R. Center was founded in Mt. But a storied history has not kept us from staying on the
cutting edge of the car and RV industry. I moved to a new place. Your browser should
automatically take you there in 10 seconds. If you have any questions or concerns about
servicing your motorhome or trailer, feel free to call us at and we'll be happy to help you over
the phone or assist you in making an appointment. Come talk to us about how to best maintain
your investment and learn more about our available services! We are proud to provide quality
service in the Skagit County area. Collision Repair. Request Information. Electrical System.
Service Details Electrical System Perform every 6 months: 12 volt All lights Monitor panel Volt
system priority Converter operation and output Shore cord and circuit breakers Inverter
operation. Furnace Service. Generator Oil Change. Service Details Manufacturers recommend
this service every 75 operating hours or 12 months: Change oil and filter Service includes
required oil and filter If needed, generator removal and any additional parts will be an extra
charge. Service Details Blade R. LP Inspection Service. Service Details Information coming
soon. Online Parts Store. Service Details I moved to a new place. RV Winterization. Water Heater
Service. Service Details For operation safety and fuel efficiency: Check condition of anode rod
Check relief valve Adjust burners and electrodes Check thermocouple Check module boards
Check complete operation Check burner assembly Remove nests, webs, etc. Water System
Check. Service Details Water pump operation Check all faucets Check holding tanks Check
fresh water fill Complete water line pressure test. Wheel Bearing Packs. For Businesses. Write a
Review. Contact the business for more information about recent service changes. See all 15
photos. See All Business owner information. Robin B. We are a full service RV dealer in Mt.
Vernon, WA offering RV sales, parts, accessories and service. So whether you are looking to
buy a Baja camping trailer, Jayco fifth wheel, or Jay Feather travel trailer, we hope that you
consider making your purchase with us. Mount Vernon, WA Ask a question. Your trust is our
top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. I mean, what
happened Well, that was me! He had the units refrigerator diagnosed and installed a new
component that got running cool again. Jon is very knowledgable about RV trailers and can
highly articulate himself to an average senior like me. August Nic is a professional young
salesman, who goes way beyond the limit of his job to see that a customer is satisfied with their
purchase. He made our purchase very smooth. As usual after using the trailer several times we
accumulated a punch list of things that needed be tweaked, adjusted and aligned. We contacted
Reesa, Blades RV's Warranty Specialist and she got on the paperwork and scheduled an
appointment for their traveling tech, Phil to travel out to us and he fixed everything in just a few
hours. Phil is an exceptional repair tech and highly knowledgeable in his field of RV repair. He
does things so methodically and professionally and we just love that man's attitude and
workmanship. Just 13 months later on Oct. With the help of Wayne, Parts Consultant, Reesa
was able to call Jayco Trailers and get them to approve the work to be done on replacing the
bent awning rail. Now, WHEN was going to be the biggest hurdle for me. After talking again to
Wayne on Oct. We are on time and didn't have to change any overnight RV stays on our way to
Florida. Blade has some very outstanding people working for him, who work together to see to
it that the customer is truly FIRST. Read more. Terrible customer service from Mike Rosso.
Didn't want to show us a trailer we wanted to take a look in even with the 2 trailer per visit Covid
rules they have. You would never buy a car without sitting in it or test driving it. I asked for a
brochure of the kind we were interested in and was met with attitude. Then upon leaving
because he clearly didn't want to help us told us he was too busy for us anyways. Well then. Not
giving this place my business, will never go back. I went to the rv service desk to ask for help
with my furnace overheating and if someone could give me some advice but the guy at the
counter said the service dept. I recommend JR's or Action don't waste your time here. Best
stocked RV shop I've ever been in. Helpful staff. Good prices for need it today type problems.
We purchased our Jayco from Blade RV 4 years ago and still bring it back to them when it
needs service. Wayne and his crew do outstanding work and, even when the customer makes a
boo-boo in the scheduling, the Blade service personel were able to accommodate my request.
The service people are professional and courteous, as I had no problems and the completed the

work earlier than expected! Took my Hewescraft boat there for a fresh paint job just to bring
some life back to her due to a previous owners inability to care for it. I wasn't expecting
anything extraordinary or special since it was an older boat and there's no way it would like
look a brand new model I was very mistaken on how good of a job Trevor and his team did at
valuing my project, cut no corners, and paid attention to all the detailed areas. Trevor was very
easy to work with, gave his personal number for any questions, and even answered texts after
business hours! THIS is how you go above and beyond to earn customer loyalty and
satisfaction!! Fair warning But good work isn't cheap and cheap work isn't good. I have been
dealing with Blade RV now for over a year, my wife and I purchased an Open Range for a great
deal and made sure they added the items I wanted. Dual 6v batteries, clean transfer of my hitch
and larger propane tanks We have used the Service department three times now, 1st time was
for a delivery problem with my awning and some lights were out on the interior. Everything was
covered under my 2 year factory warranty and I didn't even have to use my extended coverage.
We bought our first RV here and wanted to trade up although the customer service post sale
was astoundingly horrible. These guys don't care about there customers after they've sold you.
Don't go here. Months later we get locked out of our trailer that we bought at Blade RV. We call
to ask for the Jayco master key to get in, and they said no. I ask why, and they said, because
our salesman will not give up the key. Interestedly enough this happened to me in another
location and I called the nearest Jayco dealer to help and they didn't hesitate to help me with
their master key. I wasn't even a customer of this dealer but they went out of their way to help
me. Blade RV won't go out of their way to help you. If you're expecting a great customer
experience don't waste your time here. Amazing dealer. We started looking for an RV back in
January. We were working with 2 other dealers trying to get a certain trailer at a certain price
and not having any luck. I called Blade RV and talked with Robin. He said they would be happy
to order us the trailer, with the options we wanted, at the price we wanted. I knew it would take
weeks for the factory to build the trailer. Robin often gave me updates on how it was
progressing. After about 8 weeks, Robin had to take a medical leave and told me that Nick
would help us from here on out. But Nick was as great as Robin. He kept us up to date often
with updates as they progressed. Our trailer arrived and we went in yesterday to finish the
paperwork. Nick was incredible. Had all of the paperwork ready for us. We arrived with our three
young kids and the process was smooth and painless. I'd absolutely recommend Blade RV and
am very thankful to Robin and Nick for helping us get our new trailer!!! Elite ' Done with
Camping World. I just needed a few parts but unsure of what those parts were I needed
someone to take one minute and look at the part and make an identification. A minute was too
much for Camping World and the wait was ridiculous. Very happy with Wayne for the parts!
After that positive experience I brought a rig in for a few minor repairs. Somehow
communications became disjointed and there was a bit of the drama when we came to pick up
the rig which wouldn't have happened if there had been better communication between the
service people and the check out people. Also I was surprised to find there was no emergency
contact number posted and available for Blade RV so trying to take care of an issue on the lot
after hours and after the gates had closed was an unnecessary hassle. But for the confusion
and resulting unnecessary hassle and personal scheduling issues and missed meeting, etc. I'm
not so sure about the service right now but will revise this post as my experiences with Blade
RV continue. We recently purchased our very first RV. Rod, our salesperson, was very helpful
and educational. We felt no pressure and believe that we got a good price on our Jayco
purchase. The price negotiations and paperwork were almost easy! We had some questions and
very minor concerns a few weeks later and Rod took care of them for us. We will continue to
buy from Blade RV in the future. I don't normally post negative reviews. I would like to preface
this by saying we had a great experience with Blade Rv when we purchased our trailer a year
and a half ago. However, our most recent experience was horrible with the service department.
We brought our trailer in to be winterized and have them look at the radio and black water tank
that wasn't draining properly. We would have normally winterized the trailer ourselves,
especially since the cost of winterization had doubled from the year before, but since we had
other issues we thought we would go ahead and have them do that as well. The new front desk,
Ressa, was very very rude over the multiple phone exchanges we had trying to find a time that
would work to bring it in. We were told the issues we were having would be covered under our
warranty. Ressa was extremely rude to my husband over the phone and in person.
Unfortunately this experience had been enough that I don't think we'll be back. Blade rv repair
center is probably the worst place you could ever take your rv for repairs. They fight you every
step of the way for warranty work and are just down right nasty about getting repairs under
warranty done. Its seems like everyone there hates their job and conveys it to you with their
attitude. They are a jayco dealer and would suggest to stay away from jayco travel trailers as

they are complete pieces of crap. Also jayco has no mobile unit to assist you when your on the
road, who does that? The worst part about this is only Jayco can work on your rig for the
warranty to be good. I am so disappointed with the sales department and some of the people
there that I felt the need to let other people know. I just laughed and said no thanks. This is just
my take away from this outfit. Sam Monroe. I had nothing but problems with their service dept in
setting up an appointment and having the trailer serviced. I contacted Jayco headquarters and
was told to take it to another dealer. Vernon and was very happy with the work that was done as
well as the customer service Jon. I highly recommend them for service to your rig. I believe they
only sell Jayco, but they service everything. The service center is professional, prompt and
helpful. They fit me into a very busy summer schedule just passing through on a trip to the PNW
and quickly diagnosed the issue. John filled out all the required warranty paperwork and within
several weeks had the unit installed in my motorhome. Wonderful customer service. Their parts
department is also first rate. I just wish they were in my hometown. This was one of the most
flawless transactions I have ever had with a dealership! Our deal required more than the
average amount of paperwork. When we arrived to sign everything was ready to go and very
well organized Also thanks to the finance guy who is a straight shooter and very honest!
Thanks again Blade Rv Mt Vernon. My husband and I have had Blade RV Service work on our
travel trailer twice now and we were so very pleased both times. They were quicker than
expected, they were knowledgeable and the fixes were performed professionally. Cost was very
fair. They are our go-to guys whenever our rig needs to be serviced. We highly recommend
them! Well we are not satisfied that their poor if not unlawful business practice of overcharging
their customers cannot be reprimanded by the state of Washington; and we are doubly upset
that the parts and service they provided was apparently not under warranty. Under no
circumstances should we have had to replace what they installed within a day time period, in
order to access an area of concern that was diagnosed by them but not attended to. This
provider has not enabled messaging on Yelp. Request information from other similar providers.
Business website. Phone number. Claim your business to immediately update business
information, respond to reviews, and more! Action RV. RV Country. Show all. RV Repair Cost
Guide. RV Dealers Near Me. RV Repair Near Me. Trailer Hitch Installation Mount Vernon. What
forms of payment are accepted? Blade RV Center accepts credit cards. How is Blade RV Center
rated? Blade RV Center has 3. What days are Blade RV Center open? Yelp, , and related marks
are registered trademarks of Yelp. Log In. Sign Up. Home Services. Auto Services. Blade RV
Center. Open AM - PM. Add Photo.
2012 jeep grand cherokee overland owners manual
ford focus instrument cluster wiring diagram
2014 ram 1500 serpentine belt diagram
Review Highlights. About the Business. Get directions. Amenities and More. Accepts Credit
Cards. Free Wi-Fi. Offers Military Discount. Ask the Community. Recommended Reviews.
Search within reviews Search within reviews. Username Location. Methinks not. I've
experienced better. I'm a fan. As good as it gets! Bradley H. Tampa Bay, FL. Lake Stevens, WA.
Useful 1. Sedro-Woolley, WA. Aaron W. Multnomah, OR. Tim M. Seattle, WA. Rich F. Oak Harbor,
WA. Bob V. Port Orchard, WA. Melanie K. Monroe, WA. Useful 3. Michelle A. Bothell, WA. Denice
R. Bow, WA. Useful 4. Funny 2. Cool 1. Janet F. Arlington, WA. Hope H. Sam M. Mount Vernon,
WA. Micheal F. Everett, WA. Craig M. Silverthorne, CO. Ryan W. Useful 2. Cathy H. Mesquite, NV.
Sharon W. Saint Clair Shores, MI. Request Information. Business website BladeRV. Phone
number Is this your business? Claim This Business. People Also Viewed. Browse Nearby. Yelp
for Business. Languages English. Countries United States. About Blog Support Terms. Open
now.

